March 2020
The Winning Question in the BBC’s Science
Focus magazine in February……
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With feeding, breeding, showing, I think our
members’ Goldfish never get bored!
Nationwide News
After 5 years and 6 Open Shows the
Nationwide Committee meet again!
This was at the original venue of Horsehay
Village Hall in Telford, on Sunday 16th
February 2020. Three of the four clubs
attended, AMGK, BAS, NGPS but not NEGS
because their reps were abroad.
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LtoR: Andy Barton AMGK, Dean Roberts
NGPS, Craig Clinton NGPS, Neil Coleman
BAS, Sherridan Moores NGPS, Bob Jones
BAS, Phil Riley AMGK, Pat Davies AMGK (and
Chairman) Mick Smith AMGK, Ian Mildon BAS
(I am behind the camera).
The purpose of the meeting was to develop a
website for the Nationwide, a presentation of
the development of the Butterfly Goldfish,
training Judges, and organization of the
Nationwide OS & Auction.
The Minutes of the Meeting should be
published in the April issue of this
Newsletter. Meanwhile – Jackie Pedley of
AMGK gave a slide presentation of the
Development of the Butterfly Goldfish, during
the meeting.
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The data was made into a folder for all
delegates by June Kemp AMGK, this has
been attached as a PDF to the email (quod
vide).
More Nationwide News
The video of the 2019 Nationwide Open
Show is available on YouTube. All the
Goldfish, the Firsts and the Award Winners
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are shown in a video that is more than an
hour long. For those with YouTube click:
https://youtu.be/kggAeW4NqjU
The Nationwide Goldfish website is also live
now – see it at:
https://www.nationwidegoldfishsocieties.uk/

Alex Stephenson Writes
Another archived article from our past
member Alex Stephenson, his other ones can
be found at the NGPS website in newsletters
November 2018 p12, February 2019 p4 and
December 2019 p7.This one is from
The Aquarist & Pondkeeper’ (which sadly is
also no longer with us) July 1993. Alex was
an artist as well as a philosopher.
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This Month’s Top Tip
For a safe siphon
when water
changing in a fry
tank. Use the Pound
Store washing-up
sponges, well rinsed
to remove any
manufacturing chemicals, and make a small
slit, half the depth, with a sharp knife. Insert
a siphon tube (airline tubing is OK) and use it
to remove water without disturbing the fry.
Squeeze the sponge in tapwater and suck on
the tube to fill it with water.
Place in the fry tank and hold it down with a
suitable weight (stone, spoon, tongs ….) and
the siphon should begin with the open end
below the tank’s water level.
Slow but safe.
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Minutes of the March Meeting
A good meeting, but I was not there and
Sherridan agreed to write the Minutes but he
is away until next week – hence they will be
sent as an addendum then. Postal versions
will have the Minutes added to their April
meeting Newsletter. Don’t forget it will be
the AGM so annual subs are requested, send
to Sherridan at 19 Manley Road, Sale,
Cheshire M33 4EG, or bring them to the
AGM.
That meeting will be at The Church Inn,
Church Lane, Prestwich M25 1AN at 8pm
Tuesday 14th April 2020.
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